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An Australian venture catalyst for new drug development
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BioCurate is a joint venture between  
Monash University and the University of Melbourne.
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Annual Report 2017

“
“

BioCurate is the much-needed  
‘catalyst’ to generate impact from 
biomedical research. This impact will be  
profound and far-reaching – transforming  
people’s lives, generating commercial  
returns and driving the innovation economy.

The Hon John Brumby AO, BioCurate Chairman 
BioCurate is a joint venture between  
Monash University and the University of Melbourne.
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Australia, and in particular the state of Victoria, is internationally recognised 
for its excellence in biomedical research. This provides a compelling 
opportunity for drug discovery and biomedical science translation. 
However, the country’s track record to date in translating these discoveries 
into new therapies available for patients lags behind many other nations. 

BioCurate Pty Ltd was established as a new initiative to specifically 
address the barriers to successful translation, thereby increasing 
the quantity and quality of discovery projects progressing to a new 
drug therapy and providing benefits to patients. This is a new model 
for these two Universities and one of only a small number of similar 
initiatives globally. 

The company was formed jointly in June 2016 by The University of 
Melbourne and Monash University, with support from the State of Victoria. 
Its founders are two of Australia’s leading biomedical universities, both 
located in Melbourne. Jointly, they have committed A$50 million with a 
further A$10 million contributed by the Victorian State Government. 

As an independent ‘venture catalyst’ and technology accelerator, 
BioCurate operates in the under-resourced, yet critical early phases 
of new drug development (a phase often referred to as the ‘valley 
of death’ due to the high rate of attrition). BioCurate will provide 
the commercial focus, expertise and funding necessary to address 
the barriers to success, and drive early decisions, with the intent of 
boosting the successful development of new medicines. 

BioCurate has the following distinct features:

• It is operationally independent of the Universities and has an 
independent Board Chair.

• Projects undergo independent assessment, funding and 
management to ensure ‘investment-ready’ assets are developed.

• The company’s focus is ensuring that rigorous science and 
commercial decision making are applied to projects with 
clinical and commercial impact.

• BioCurate is not a Venture Capital (VC) firm. Its activities will 
complement rather than compete with VC’s by improving the 
flow of ‘investible’ projects. 

A portfolio of quality candidates has commenced development and spans 
a range of therapeutic areas and modalities. Strong and collaborative 
linkages are well progressed with the Universities and other key partners 
in health, research and industry in Australia and internationally. 

VISION

BioCurate aims to be a recognised global leader in the translation of 
basic medical research into human therapeutics.  

MISSION 

BioCurate will grow the Victorian and Australian biotech sector by 
translating medical research outputs into high quality preclinical 
candidates for the bio-pharmaceutical industry. 

GOALS

BioCurate’s overarching, long-term goals are to: 

• Improve the understanding of translational research within 
the Universities thereby creating a more robust, focused and 
internationally relevant biopharma ecosystem 

• Increase the level and speed of successful translation and 
commercialisation of drug discoveries in conjunction with 
global venture capital funds and biopharma customers, and  

• Become financially self-sustaining.  

In order to achieve these overarching goals, six strategic priorities 
have been identified: 

1.  Building organisational capacity
2. Enriching and growing the ecosystem
3. Establishing a strong, long term pipeline
4. Developing partnerships to leverage available expertise
5.  Branding BioCurate, and
6. Ensuring financial sustainability.

To ensure a focus on building a strong foundation for  the Company’s 
future, BioCurate has taken a staged approach and prioritised  
Strategic Priorities 1, 2 and 3 during 2017. Over the coming year, and 
as the business matures, increasing focus will be given to Strategic 
Priorities 4, 5 and 6.  

Melbourne is home to two outstanding universities, The University of 
Melbourne (UoM) and Monash University (MU), both ranked in the 
global top 30 in 2017 for Life Sciences and Medicine (2017 QS World 
University Rankings by Subject). Joining these two powerhouses to 
support the collaborative joint venture BioCurate, is the Victorian State 
Government, the nation’s largest investor in the life sciences.

The combined research strengths of MU and the UoM are world class, 
placing them in the top 5 globally in pharmacology, metabolism, and 
immunology, and in the top 10 in paediatrics, neurosciences and 
cardiology – thereby covering some of the most debilitating, costly 
diseases in the modern world.  

The Universities collectively invest approximately AUD1B per annum 
in medical research funding and in 2016 attracted nearly half of the 
Australian national grant funding pool. Both Universities are members 
of the ‘Group of Eight’, an alliance of leading Australian universities 
recognised for their excellence in teaching as well as research.  
Between them, the Universities employ approximately 4,000 FTE staff 
in the biomedical sciences and provide major research infrastructure, 
healthcare and clinical research capabilities.  

As individual institutions, UoM and MU have differing, yet potentially 
highly complementary areas of expertise required for the early drug 
development process. This provides a compelling opportunity for 
BioCurate to be the catalyst to identify and leverage this combined 
expertise and build a strong pipeline of new drug targets with the 
potential to make a significant impact both medically and commercially.

The University of Melbourne

Independent world rankings place the University of Melbourne 
(UoM) as number 1 in Australia and in the top 1% of universities 
globally, ranking at 32 in the Times Higher Education, 2018 and  
39 in the Academic Ranking of World Universities, 2018.  

In Australia, UoM’s research expenditure is second only to that 
of CSIRO. QS World University Rankings place UoM in the top 
20 internationally in several subject areas, including a ranking 
of number 1 in Australia in both Biological Sciences (23rd 
internationally) and Chemistry (45th internationally).  Embedded 

within each faculty, members of the Research, Innovation and 
Commercialisation team provide UoM staff with commercial advice 
and support in the pursuit of their strategic plans and are a vital 
conduit between BioCurate and the researchers.  

Monash University

The 2018 QS World University Rankings by Subject placed Monash 
University (MU) second in the world for pharmacy and pharmacology, 
meaning that MU continues to be number one in that area in Australia 
and within the Asia-Pacific region. MU has averaged a top 10 ranking 
in the discipline since the subject rankings were introduced in 2011.  In 
addition, MU is ranked in the top 5 universities in Australia for chemistry, 
and has the highest number of Highly Cited Researchers (Thompson 
Reuters Hi-Ci list) in pharmacology and toxicology in the world.  

In the most recent round of the Excellence in Research for Australia 
rankings, MU achieved the highest possible score of ‘5’, meaning its 
research was well above world standard in the research discipline 
areas of Pharmacology and Pharmaceutical Sciences, Medicinal 
and Biomolecular Chemistry, and Nanotechnology.  Faculty industry 
engagement teams help researchers to commercially develop their 
projects and are a vital link in the BioCurate value chain.

The State Government of Victoria, Australia

Victoria has one of the world’s largest life science clusters, 
comprising internationally recognised medical research and the 
biotechnology, medical technology and pharmaceutical industries. 

Victoria is a leading generator of new ideas contributing to drug 
discovery and development, and to the global pipeline of new drugs. 
Built on world-class research, a vibrant biotech sector, key R&D 
infrastructure and manufacturing expertise, Victoria is currently home to 
more than 180 companies in the biotech sector, employing about 20,000 
people and recording over US$9.5 billion in revenue in 2014/15. 

This pre-eminent position has been made possible by the consistent 
and long-term support of the Victorian Government for the sector, 
providing significant funding for capabilities and supporting 
infrastructure. The Victorian State Government’s decision to provide 
substantial funding support for the establishment of BioCurate 
continues this commitment to the sector and forms part of the 
Government’s Future Industries Fund Medical Technologies and 
Pharmaceuticals Sector Strategy.

Leveraging World-Class Research

During 2017, BioCurate catalysed an exciting and 
unprecedented new collaborative process between 
The University of Melbourne and Monash University –  
each University being able to confidentially review 
and share their expertise for all the projects 
submitted to BioCurate, irrespective of which 
University the project originated from. 

BioCurate – Unlocking a Rich Resource

An Australian company with a unique and global approach 
to accelerating drug discovery and development. 

BioCurate is actively fostering new research linkages 
between the University of Melbourne and Monash 
University by identifying complementary projects 
underway at each University.  
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“
“

The creation of BioCurate genuinely represents  
a bold experiment: we are tasked with translating the 
first-class research from the Universities into drugs that 
can benefit patients. This is a noble enterprise, as we 
are seeking to make a real impact on human health.

 C. Glenn Begley, Chief Executive Officer

When I was first approached by Monash University and The University 
of Melbourne to be Chair of their new joint venture company BioCurate, 
it was a perfect opportunity for me to consolidate two long-held areas of 
interest.  The first was my desire to see Victoria’s two leading biomedical 
universities formally collaborate to achieve synergy and international 
scale. The second was to build on my long-term passion for biomedical 
research and innovation. I strongly believe that Australia’s ability to 
translate our medical research into marketable products is critical to our 
nation’s social and economic development. 

Victoria’s medical technology, biotechnology and pharmaceuticals sector 
now employs more than 20,000 people and generates over $10 billion in 
revenue. Many thousands more people are directly employed in medical 
research through the universities and medical research institutes. The 
significant support of BioCurate by the Victorian Government continues 
the proud tradition of leadership and investment this State has made 
over many decades to achieve and maintain its international recognition 
as a centre of excellence in the biomedical sector. Further, the other 
State and Territory Governments, as well as the Federal Government, 
have identified ‘medical technologies and pharmaceuticals’ as a high 
priority strategic growth sector for the future.

Since the company’s formal registration in August 2016, we have 
achieved an impressive number of milestones.  Working closely and 
collaboratively with our University partners, we have now established 
independent operations for the company, including the office facilities 
and back-office support arrangements, governance processes, 
operational systems and policies, communications, recruitment of key 
staff, delivery of all legal and funding requirements and the first round of 
project evaluations. We expect to formally announce the initiation of a 
number of BioCurate projects early in 2018.  

Following an extensive search, the Board was delighted to 
welcome Dr Glenn Begley, a highly respected, international industry 
executive, to the position of CEO in May 2017. Dr Begley has been 
attracted back to Australia to lead this great venture and brings an 
extraordinary combination of commercial, academic and clinical 
insight to BioCurate.  

I warmly thank my fellow Directors on the Board, Doron Ben-Meir,  
Ken Sloan and for the start-up phase, David Pitt, for their 
outstanding commitment, support and advice.  As a small team, we 
have been tasked with not only guiding the implementation of a new 
business model but establishing the critical foundations for the joint 
venture. I am proud that we have worked together tirelessly, with 
good will and great skill, to set BioCurate up as an independent entity 
and forge a strong sense of shared future with our University partners. 
As the company moves from this start-up phase into its fully operational 
phase, we are excited at expanding the Board in early 2018 to include 
additional members with deep domain and industry expertise.  

BioCurate is a bold new venture and will be the much-needed catalyst to 
generate impact from our biomedical research by specifically addressing 
the early stage barriers that hinder the translation of research. The 
potential impact will be profound and far-reaching – translating 
Australian research, generating commercial returns, driving the 
innovation economy and transforming people’s lives.

This is a challenging task. We cannot do it on our own. To turn this 
vision into a reality,  it is essential that as a sector, we actively work 
together, collaborating and sharing expertise to solve the complex 
problems and achieve the scale needed to access global markets. As 
Board Chairman, I am very proud to see and experience every day the 
enormous goodwill, hard work and commitment shown by all in making 
BioCurate a success. We have certainly made solid progress in turning 
that early vision into a reality.  

I warmly invite you to read about the exciting start BioCurate has made 
in its quest to develop new medicines, and to get a glimpse of what 
2018 has in store.  

The Hon John Brumby, AO

Chairman

Chairman’s report 
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STRATEGIC PRIORITY 1

Building organisational capacity 

• Establishing the office facilities, 
staffing, back-office support 
arrangements, and the operational and 
governance requirements needed to 
run an independent company.

• Recruitment of the key staff, including 
the CEO, COO, Senior Project  
Leaders and Office Manager, 
required to support the company’s 
full operations. In particular, the 
CEO brings deep CSO and bio-
pharmaceutical industry experience.  

• Identification of and significant progress 
towards establishing a network of 
specialist advisors, consultants and 
committees to complement the in-
house skill-set.

• Delivery of all legal, compliance  
and funding agreement obligations  
and deliverables.

• Formation of corporate governance 
processes including regular Board 
meetings and compliance with ASIC 
and ACNC. 

STRATEGIC PRIORITY 2

Enriching and growing  
the ecosystem

• BioCurate has led, contributed to, 
or participated in, a large range of 
opportunities designed to build a 
collaborative culture and partnerships 
in the broader sector. These 
opportunities included both local and 
international keynote presentations, 
speeches, seminars, conferences, 
project review committees, workshops 
and investment forums.  

• Relationships have been fostered 
with academia, industry, clinicians, 
regulators, investors and 
philanthropists in order to form the key 
partnerships needed throughout the 
drug development process.

• Numerous opportunities to publicise, 
explain and advocate for the BioCurate 
initiative were used to develop linkages 
with the broader medical research 
ecosystem in Australia and to leverage 
existing capabilities and support the 
development of new ones.

• BioCurate was invited to partner with 
the Victorian State Government to 
promote the biotech sector as part of 
the Victorian delegation at US BIO 
2017 and AusBiotech 2017.

STRATEGIC PRIORITY 3

Establishing a strong,  
long-term pipeline

• Working closely with the University 
partners, BioCurate has developed 
and implemented the processes and 
policies needed to conduct a formal call 
for projects and then worked efficiently 
and effectively with its University 
partners to review those projects.

• With facilitation by the Technology 
Transfer Offices at each University, 
BioCurate reviewed a significant number 
of projects submitted during 2017, 
followed by a face to face meeting with 
the principal inventors. Several projects 
were advanced to undergo more 
detailed review.

• With approval by BioCurate’s Investment 
Committee, a number of projects were 
selected for the BioCurate pipeline.

• Working closely with the Technology 
Transfer Offices to improve the 
knowledge, understanding and 
capabilities of medical researchers to 
translate their promising drug discoveries 
in the laboratory into new therapeutic 
drugs available for people.

Achievements and Milestones

Throughout 2017 and working closely and collaboratively with our University partners, BioCurate has achieved a number of important 
milestones focussed on the company’s three early-stage strategic priorities, as follows:

It is with an enormous sense of gratitude and pleasure that I present 
the inaugural CEO’s report for BioCurate for 2017.

Although my direct involvement with this key project began only a 
matter of months ago, BioCurate today represents the culmination 
of hundreds, perhaps thousands of hours of inspiration, planning, 
negotiating, discussing, and cooperation on the part of many like-
minded individuals. Those individuals are too numerous to mention 
by name, but I salute you all and thank each one of you for your 
vision, commitment, hard work and enthusiasm.

It is a tremendous privilege to be the beneficiary of all the effort 
that has gone before, and a great honour to be entrusted with the 
responsibility for helping shape and direct BioCurate going forward.  

The creation of BioCurate genuinely represents a bold experiment: 
we are tasked with translating the first-class research from the 
Universities into drugs that can benefit patients. This is a noble 
enterprise, as we are seeking to make a real impact on human 
health. However, what we are seeking to accomplish is very difficult. 
Many similar ventures have been tried around the world, and most 
have failed. The founders of BioCurate sought to learn from those 
failures, and to thereby increase the likelihood of ultimate success. 

From a personal perspective, there were a number of key elements that 
were critically important in attracting me to this exciting endeavour.

First was the unique collaboration between Monash University and 
the University of Melbourne. That two of Australia’s top Universities 
would pool resources for a shared vision was remarkable. Together 
these Universities have an international profile that is truly world-
class. Their combined publication and citation record, and competitive 
research grant funding is in the top-tier of the world’s universities. 
Although there are many peer-to-peer collaborations between the 
two Universities, this level of cooperation and collaboration at the 
Institutional level is unprecedented. But it was recognised to be 
essential to achieve scale that is internationally competitive.

Second was the creation of a company that was independent of 
the Universities. Although the Universities have a stellar record 
of scientific accomplishment, the ability to ultimately turn those 
discoveries into something of clinical and commercial value requires 
an environment and skill set that is not typically well-represented 
within the university sector. For this venture to be successful, the 
founders realised the need for independent decision making based 
on clinical and commercial realities. 

Thirdly, having determined that BioCurate needed to function 
independently, the appointment of The Hon John Brumby AO as 
Chairman was inspired. John’s long-term commitment to the sector, 
his eminence and high-standing both within the Universities and the 
broader community, and his demonstrated ability to be able to bring 
parties together to achieve a common goal, made him a perfect 
choice for this challenging new role.

The fourth impressive element was that the Universities were 
investing a significant amount of their own funds to create this 
initiative.  Further, they were able to present a compelling case to 
the Victorian State Government, resulting in their decision to also 
make a substantial contribution. This impressive, monetary support 
differs somewhat from other ‘BioCurate-like’ initiatives elsewhere in 
the world which have relied upon investment of philanthropic dollars, 
and has been associated with an equivocal commitment on the part 
of the founding institutions. 

Finally, the vision articulated by the founders was to create a team 
that works alongside outstanding researchers to help drive a deeper 
understanding of the commercialisation process, and ultimately 
seeks to provide a benefit to the broader research community. The 
potential to have such a broad impact is inspiring and stimulating.

In the first few months we have made significant progress. BioCurate 
is now operating as an independent small business, has employed its 
first key staff, engaged extensively with the researchers, Universities 
and others in the sector, developed collaborative processes and 
framework documents, reviewed a significant number of projects and 
shortlisted a number of these to progress to the next stage. The year 
ahead will no doubt be just as busy with our energy and focus now 
directed towards building researcher understanding of the translation 
process, implementing project development plans and continuing to 
build the Company’s project pipeline.  

What has been achieved to date, and what needs to be done over 
2018 and subsequent years, would not be possible without the 
shared vision, effort and determination of individuals both within 
BioCurate, the Universities and the Victorian State Government. It 
is a wonderful opportunity to be CEO of this unique initiative. Thank 
you again to all who have helped get us to this point. 

C. Glenn Begley M.B., B.S., Ph.D., F.R.A.C.P., F.R.C.P.A., F.R.C.Path., F.A.H.M.S.

Chief Executive Officer

CEO’s report
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Celebrating the Creation of a ‘Bold New Venture’

Early 2015 

The idea of a joint venture 
between Monash University (MU) 
and The University of Melbourne 
(UoM) was borne out of a 
conversation between Prof William 
Charman (Dean, Pharmacy & 
Pharmacological Sciences at MU) 
and Prof Daniel Hoyer (Head of 
Pharmacology at UoM)

Feb 2016

University Councils agree 
$25m funding each

Mid 2015

First joint University  
Working Group Meeting 

March 2016

BioCurate presents the 
business case to the 
Victorian Government  
for funding

July 2016

The joint venture 
announces it’s new 
name ‘BioCurate’

Linda Peterson joins 
BioCurate as Interim 
Chief Operating Officer 
and Company Secretary

10 Aug 
2016 

BioCurate Pty Ltd 
registers with ASIC

23 Aug 
2016 

Inaugural  
Board Meeting

Late Jan 
2017

Ken Sloan (MU) joins 
the Board of Directors

22 May 2017

Dr Glenn Begley  
commences as  
Chief Executive Officer

1 Feb 
2017

Michele Neisemann 
commences as  
Office Manager

BioCurate moves 
into offices at  
407 Royal Parade, 
Parkville

June 2017

BioCurate attends the  
US BIO 2017 conference as 
a member of the Victorian 
Government’s delegation 

First Call for Projects 
announcement to the Universities

13 Nov 
2017

Dr Catherine 
Drinkwater 
commences as 
a Senior Project 
Leader

 

Dec 17

BioCurate Investment 
Committee approve 
first projects for initial 
development

1 Oct 2017

Linda Peterson commences 
as the ongoing Chief 
Operating Officer and 
Company Secretary

15 Jan 
2018

Dr Eric Hayes 
commences as 
a Senior Project 
Leader

7 June 2017

BioCurate hosts a celebratory 
event to show appreciation 
and thanks to the many people 
who’ve provided the inspiration, 
collegiality and hard work to 
transform a bold concept into the 
reality that is BioCurate today  

2 June 2016

International and 
Australian launch  
of BioCurate by  
Premier Daniel Andrews 
in Boston, and  
The Hon John Brumby 
AO announced as Board 
Chair in Melbourne 

 biocurate.com

April 2016

The Victorian State 
Government approve 
$10M in funding
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Celebrating the Creation of a ‘Bold New Venture’

BioCurate hosted a celebratory event on 7 June 2017 to show appreciation and thanks to the many people who have provided the inspiration, 
collegiality and hard work to transform a bold concept into the reality that is BioCurate today.  It was also an opportunity to warmly welcome and 
introduce Dr Glenn Begley, BioCurate’s inaugural CEO, to ‘Team BioCurate’. 

The guest list comprised mainly people from The University of Melbourne (UoM), Monash University (MU), BioCurate, and the Victorian 
Government, all of whom had provided their expertise and tireless support to enable the Company to be set-up and ready to make its ‘First Call 
for Projects’ – an exciting and important milestone! 

This premium sparkling white wine is 
the first vintage created from BioCurate, 
a bold new collaboration between two 
renowned Victorian vineyards.   

Emerging from its founders – both 
giants of the industry and traditional 
rivals – BioCurate will be the catalyst 
for a new and innovative approach to 
Australian wine-making.   

BioCurate is led by a premier wine-maker 
using a blend of fruit sourced from two 
premium regions in Victoria, and tapping 
into rich expertise from southern 
Californian. The bouquet of this wine 
exhibits a unique character, feisty on  
first opening but followed by more 
mellow overtones.   

First barreled in 2016, this wine is 
already displaying some promising 
characteristics, and with careful 
nurturing, will continue to reward over 
many years. 

Serve chilled, with warm memories, 
spirited debate and future goodwill. 

2011 YarraBank Cuvee Brut Sparkling, 12% 

“

“

TOP: Ian Marshman (UoM), Ken Sloan (MU); Fabienne Mackay (UoM), William Charman (MU), Doron Ben-Meir (UoM); Ken Sloan (MU), Linda Peterson (BioCurate COO), Georgia von Guttner (UoM); 
MIDDLE: John Brumby (BioCurate Chair), Mark Hargreaves (UoM), David Hanna (MU); Michael Jorgensen (UoM), Daniel Hoyer (UoM), John Carroll (MU); Glenn Begley (BioCurate CEO), Shitij Kapur (UoM); 
BOTTOM: Jim McCluskey (UoM), William Charman (MU), John Brumby (BioCurate Chair); Martin Elhay (UoM), Katherine Nielsen (MU), Dragan Milic (MU); David Hanna (MU), Georgia von Guttner (UoM), Rebecca 
Skinner (VIC Govt).

Guests at the ‘Team BioCurate’ event celebrated 
with BioCurate’s specially labeled wine.
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ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE 

The Hon John Brumby, AO

Chairman and Director

The Hon John Brumby, AO has  
immense experience in public life serving 
for more than 10 years as Treasurer  
and then Premier of Victoria, Australia  
(2007 – 2010). Prior to these appointments,  
Mr Brumby was a member of the Hawke 
Government in the Federal Parliament  
for seven years. 

In Government, Mr Brumby was a 
champion of science, technology and 
innovation with major new investments in 
the Australian Synchrotron, the new Florey 
Neuroscience Centre, the $250 million 
BioResource Centre, the Australian Centre 
for Regenerative Medicine, the expansion 
of The Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of 
Medical Research and the new $1 billion 
Victorian Comprehensive Cancer Centre.

Since retiring from politics, Mr Brumby has 
continued his active support for innovation 
and medical research, chairs a number of 
for profit and not for profit organisations and 
is widely published on a range of issues.

Doron Ben-Meir

Director 

Mr Ben-Meir is the Vice-Principal 
(Enterprise) at the University of Melbourne 
and is responsible for strategic development 
of the University’s Enterprise agenda, 
focusing on enhancing creative capacity 
in research and teaching.  He was the 
inaugural Executive Director of Research, 
Innovation and Commercialisation at 
the University of Melbourne and CEO of 
University of Melbourne Commercial Ltd.

Mr Ben-Meir has extensive experience 
in the venture capital industry and 
commercialisation more generally and has 
held previous roles including the inaugural 
CEO of Commercialisation Australia and 
The Federal Government’s Director of the 
Entrepreneurs’ Infrastructure Programme. 

Mr Ben-Meir’s qualifications include a 
Bachelor of Science and a Bachelor 
of Electrical and Computer Systems 
Engineering (1st Class Honours) from 
Monash University, Melbourne. He is also  
a graduate member of the Australian 
Institute of Company Directors.

Ken Sloan

Director

Mr Ken Sloan is the Deputy Vice-Chancellor 
and Vice-President (Enterprise) at Monash 
University with overall responsibility for 
providing University-wide leadership and 
strategic support for industry partnerships, 
commercialisation, industry engagement, 
innovation and student entrepreneurship, 
employability and work experience.

Mr Sloan has had extensive international 
experience in business development and 
commercialisation, university administration 
and leadership.  Mr Sloan has previously 
held roles as the Chief Operating Officer at 
the University of Warwick, as a Business 
Development Director, with International 
Services Company SERCO, and has served 
as an advisor to the Stephen A. Schwarzman 
Education Foundation based at Tsinghua 
University in Beijing. He has chaired and 
served on the boards of a number of 
institutional subsidiary companies and 
international development trusts.

Mr Sloan’s qualifications include an MA from 
the University of Glasgow, an MBA from 
the Warwick Business School and he is a 
member of CPA Australia.

 

Building Organisational Capacity
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

The Company received ASIC registration and commenced its formal governance duties in August 2016. Current Board Directors comprise 
The Hon John Brumby, AO (Chairman), Doron Ben-Meir (The University of Melbourne Nominee Director) and Ken Sloan (Monash University 
Nominee Director). The Company Secretary is Linda Peterson (also Chief Operating Officer for BioCurate). 

With the Company recently commencing full operations, additional Directors with specialist sector skills and experience will join the Board in early 2018. 

STRATEGIC PRIORITY 1

John Brumby 
Chairman and Director

Doron Ben-Meir
University of Melbourne

Director

Ken Sloan
Monash University

Director

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Dr C. Glenn Begley 
Chief Executive Officer

Dr Catherine Drinkwater
Senior Project Leader

Dr Eric Hayes
Senior Project Leader

Michele Neisemann 
Office Manager

Linda Peterson
Chief Operating Officer

 Company Secretary

BioCurate is operationally independent of the Universities and has an independent Board 
Chair, The Hon John Brumby, AO. The CEO of the Company is Dr C. Glenn Begley.
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C. Glenn Begley M.B., B.S., Ph.D., F.R.A.C.P., 
F.R.C.P.A., F.R.C.Path., F.A.H.M.S.

Chief Executive Officer

Prior to joining BioCurate, Dr Begley held the 
positions of Chief Scientific Officer at Akriveia 
Therapeutics (California), Chief Scientific Officer at 
TetraLogic Pharmaceuticals (Pennsylvania) and, 
from 2002-2012, Vice-President and Global Head 
of Hematology/Oncology Research at Amgen, 
where he was responsible for building, directing and 
integrating Amgen’s 5 research sites.  During this 
time, he became interested in the issue of research 
integrity and scientific reproducibility.

Before joining Amgen, Glenn had over 20 years 
of clinical experience in medical oncology and 
hematology.  His personal research focused on 
regulation of hematopoietic cells and translational 
clinical trials.  His early studies first described 
human G-CSF, and in later clinical studies, he first 
demonstrated that G-CSF-‘mobilised’ blood stem 
cells hastened hematopoietic recovery, a finding that 
revolutionised the approach to clinical hematopoietic 
cell transplantation. 

He is Board Certified in Australia as a Medical 
Oncologist and Hematologist, has a PhD in cellular 
and molecular biology, and has received numerous 
honors and awards, including being elected as 
the first Foreign Fellow to the American Society of 
Clinical Investigation in 2000, to the Association of 
American Physicians in 2008, and to the Research 
‘Hall of Fame’ at his alma mater, the Royal 
Melbourne Hospital in 2014.

 

Linda Peterson

Chief Operating Officer  
and Company Secretary

Linda Peterson has extensive experience across the 
academic, not for profit and corporate life sciences 
sector and has held positions in medical research, 
R&D, business management and executive level 
leadership. In July 2016, Linda was appointed as 
the Interim Chief Operating Officer and Company 
Secretary for BioCurate, tasked with establishing 
the company’s office, operational and governance 
requirements. In October 2017, Linda was appointed 
to the ongoing position of Chief Operating Officer 
and Company Secretary.  

Working closely with the Board and University 
partners, Linda has been responsible for leading and 
managing all aspects of the set-up and independent 
operations of the company, including establishing 
the office facilities and back-office support 
arrangements, governance processes, operational 
systems and policies, communications and the 
recruitment of key staff.

Immediately prior to joining BioCurate, Linda was 
the Executive Manager for the Bionics Institute 
and CEO of Bionic Enterprises Pty Ltd. Linda’s 
qualifications include a Bachelor of Science and post 
graduate qualifications in business administration.

 

 

Catherine Drinkwater PhD, CPPP

Senior Project Leader 

Dr Catherine Drinkwater has extensive 
experience in both academic research 
and industry drug development. Following 
completion of her PhD at the Howard Florey 
Institute, Cathy went on to postdoctoral 
fellowships at Stanford University School of 
Medicine (California) and The Walter and 
Eliza Hall Institute of Medical Research. 

Since then she has worked in the commercial 
sector, as Principal Scientist at AMRAD 
Corporation (later Zenyth Therapeutics), 
Project Manager at CSL, and at the research/
industry/education ‘interface’ with the Cancer 
Therapeutics CRC. During that time, she was 
responsible for leading and managing several 
early discovery and development projects, 
working with research teams to enhance their 
collaborative efforts and facilitate the timely 
delivery of their outcomes. 

Cathy has experience in a range of therapeutic 
areas including endocrinology, neurobiology, 
oncology, immunology and inflammation.

 

Eric Hayes PhD

Senior Project Leader

Dr Eric Hayes has academic, commercial 
drug development and pharmaceutical R&D 
support services experience, spanning over 
25 years, in Europe, North America, Asia  
and Australia. 

Eric completed undergraduate and post-
graduate studies in medical pharmacology 
at the University of British Columbia and 
the National University of Singapore. As 
a scientist, Eric has deep experience in 
preclinical drug development and supportive 
assay/model development. He has a breadth 
of therapeutic area experience including CNS, 
respiratory, metabolic, infectious diseases, 
cardiovascular and genitourinary diseases. 

As an entrepreneur, he has assisted 
academic and commercial individuals and 
institutions with discovery, development and 
commercialisation of a variety of life-sciences 
technologies with a strong focus on human 
therapeutics development. 

Michele Neisemann

Office Manager

Michele Neisemann has extensive 
experience in executive administration, 
human resources, operations, and project 
management in the R&D sector. 

Michele was integral in implementing start-up 
systems and arrangements for BioCurate in 
its first full year of operation.  

With the company now moving into the 
fully operational phase, Michele has 
responsibility for refining and consolidating 
these processes to ensure projects 
entering BioCurate’s pipeline are well 
supported organisationally and for general 
administrative, operational and systems 
technical support across all functions.  

Prior to joining the Company, Michele held 
senior administrative and project roles at CSL, 
the Australian Stem Cell Centre, the CRC 
for Discovery of Genes for Common Human 
Diseases, Cerylid, and AMRAD Corporation.  

STAFF

Building Organisational Capacity

The Senior Project Leaders lead and manage the development of the 
BioCurate project portfolio from initial academic interaction through 

oversight and delivery of specific project milestones. They work closely 
with the inventors, support the Universities to help build their capability 

 in translational research and liaise closely with other key players  
required for the successful commercial development of projects. 

STRATEGIC PRIORITY 1
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STRATEGIC PRIORITY 2

Key meetings, presentations and attendance 
at events and conferences in 2017

BioCurate had the opportunity to lead, contribute and/or participate 
at a significant number of events within the local and international 
research and innovation communities. This provided an opportunity 
to introduce BioCurate, develop relationships and describe the 
features that distinguish BioCurate from other similar initiatives. 

Some of the local and international highlights of BioCurate’s broader 
engagement throughout 2017 include:

Consulting and Committee Membership

BioCurate is providing specialist consulting services and  
committee representation to The Walter and Eliza Hall Institute 
of Medical Research and the Peter MacCallum Cancer Institute 
to assist them with their new drug development programs and 
commercialisation initiatives. The company is also providing consulting 
services to Paranta, is a member of the BioMelbourne Network and an 
inaugural member of the ‘Precinct Drug Discovery Leadership Group’.

Investment and Partnering 

BioCurate aims to complement, rather than compete with, the 
venture capital and bio-pharmaceutical industry investment sectors 
by improving the quality and quantity of ‘investment-ready’ assets in 
the new drug project pipeline that are available for investment and 
partnering. Critical to this success will be BioCurate’s reputation and 
appeal as an attractive partner. 

A number of meetings have already occurred with key players in this 
sector to understand their specific requirements and to promote the 
benefits of partnering with BioCurate. These benefits include:

• Preferential access to the research capabilities of two of 
Australia’s top biomedical Universities

• Project screening and management by an internationally 
experienced team with local presence and extensive networks

• Participation in selected projects outside of industry’s internal 
R&D budget constraints

• Single point of contact for communication and negotiation
• Opportunities for technology aggregation to enhance 

competitive reach in key therapeutic areas, and
• Assurance of a focus on unmet need, rigorous science, 

commercial potential and customer needs.

Enriching and Growing the Ecosystem

MONTH ENGAGEMENT

May Information sessions at The University of Melbourne  
‘Town Hall’ events 

June Joined the Victorian State Government’s delegation to the 
US BIO 2017 Conference 

July Keynote speaker at Harvard Medical School, MA,
Guest Lecture at Stony Brook and Columbia University, NY

August Seminar at Gordon Research Symposium, NH
Lecture at the Alfred Hospital Translational Research Symposium

October   Invited presenter for the Millis Oration and co-exhibiting with 
the Victorian State Government at the AusBiotech conference
Seminar at the BioMedicine Discovery Institute,  
Monash University

November    Plenary lectures at the Society of Environmental Toxicology 
and Chemistry, MN, and Wayne State University, MI 

Invited guest to the Research Australia University Round Table
Keynote speaker at the St Vincent’s Hospital Research 
Endowment Fund grant presentations

December    Guest lecture at Georgetown University, DC

During 2017, BioCurate engaged extensively with the broader sector encompassing academia, industry, government, 
investors and the clinic, with two key aims:

1.  Build BioCurate’s profile, foster collaboration and increase translational capability in the research community, and
2.  Understand the requirements of investors and industry in order for BioCurate to be an attractive partner for 

investment and co-development. 

This engagement has taken a number of forms, as outlined below. 
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The coming year promises to be another exciting year of 
accomplishment for BioCurate. 

The clear focus will be on continuing to build the foundation critical 
for BioCurate’s ultimate success and achievement of the company’s 
three, long-term overarching goals, being to:

• Improve the understanding of translational research 
within the Universities thereby creating a more  
robust, focused and internationally relevant  
biopharma ecosystem 

• Increase the level and speed of successful translation 
and commercialisation of drug discoveries in 
conjunction with global venture capital funds and 
biopharma customers, and 

• Work towards financial sustainability.

During 2018, the company will build on the progress made in 2017 to:

• Build the Company’s project pipeline through an increased 
focus on new project evaluation and management

• Improve the researchers’ and Universities’ understanding of 
translational research 

• Consolidate the company’s processes and capability, and  
• Develop the ecosystem.

In addition, BioCurate will increase the focus on:

• Identifying funding and co-investment opportunities and 
• Partnering with investors and the biopharma industry. 

By the end of 2018, after a full year of operation, BioCurate will be 
much better placed to understand the opportunities and challenges 
that are important to guaranteeing the long-term success of this 
important initiative. 

The Year Ahead – 2018 at a Glance
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First Call for Projects

During 2017, BioCurate reviewed a significant number of projects 
submitted by Monash University (MU) and The University of 
Melbourne (UoM). The Technology Transfer Offices (TTOs) from the 
two Universities were instrumental in facilitating the entire process, 
which allowed for extremely valuable, interactive meetings with 
University researchers.

As expected, the projects all represented high-quality science  
with highly variable downstream commercial opportunities. 
The meetings with inventors provided an opportunity to begin 
discussion around many important aspects of drug development and 
commercialisation, including:

• Issues relating to intellectual property position and strategy
• Clear differentiation from existing and future therapies, and
• A need for data elements such as the pharmacokinetic and 

pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) relationship.

Taking these elements into consideration, several projects were 
advanced for an additional level of review. This was undertaken  
with external scientific and industry experts as well as experts from 
both Universities.

The BioCurate review process itself represented a significant 
accomplishment as it marked the first time that scientific experts 
from each University formally agreed to review projects from the 
other. Again, the involvement of the TTOs was key.

Those projects recommended to be initially advanced prior to formal 
contracting with the inventor/s and their respective University/s, 
were presented in December 2017 to the Investment Committee 
for consideration. Discussions and planning have commenced 
for these approved projects with the intention being to define the 
key experiments required to drive them forward into the clinic and 
execute formal contracts in early 2018. 

The initial interest in submitting projects to BioCurate and the quality 
of the science is very heartening, and bodes well for the future 
commercialisation of research emerging from both Universities and 
the ultimate success of this important initiative.

Building the Future Pipeline

With the aim of building a strong, long-term pipeline of projects  
with translational potential, BioCurate is undertaking the  
following strategies:

• Re-examination of proposals submitted in 2017 that  
were considered too “early” but that now have new data 
supporting them

• Working closely with researchers and the Universities to  
foster a commercial focus and improve understanding  
and capabilities in research translation. This occurs via a large 
range of mechanisms including face to face mentoring and 
discussions, project review meetings, presentations,  
and workshops

• Fostering a collaborative culture and regularly engaging with 
each University to identify synergies and opportunities for 
technology aggregation

• Partnering with the Universities and Victorian Government for 
the long-term planning and development of the Melbourne 
Biomedical Precinct

• Facilitating improved knowledge and potential partnering 
opportunities, by engaging with others in the research 
ecosystem such as medical research institutes, other 
universities, investors, industry, Government and 
philanthropy, and

• Continuing to develop and refine the most effective processes 
between the parties to communicate and manage the 
generation and flow of new projects.

Establishing a Strong, Long-Term Pipeline

STRATEGIC PRIORITY 3
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 biocurate.com
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